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This fibulletin {produced by a bunch of miserable workers
centred around Manchester.lt it not important who we are, it is enough
to know that we have been pretty! miserablei‘ifor a long time now! and
that we have disoovere-d that our condition is common in the working
class across the entire planet. Of course we don'tjust.mean people with
"jobs" are miserable - housewives, schoolchildren, students and the
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unemployed are also miserable. W 1
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T114; m1a,i,,@ra,,gan. we reckon for evermane being ‘so miserable is work. If we're not
actually at work, wltetrfe ‘we get told what to do, told off, paid too little, treated like
dirt or like donkeys, then we are recovering fi'om work, worrying about work, getting
ready for work and trying our best to enjoy ourselves as much as possible in the few
hours we have before we have to go back to that stinking hell-hole.

Most things we do are related to work. We don't have "children" we have “future
workers“, they go to school so that they can learnhow to follow orders, which, as we
know, is an essential trait for us workers! They may get to go to universities, but it
only mea.ns.athat.>'1they will be able to give orders to other workers (this may sean like a
better option than being on the bottom rung, but these concemed and caring people
still have to take orders from people above them, and they have to mix with people
who tend to have some serious personality defects!) .

Even being unemployed is part of the whole "work" process - it's the fact thatworkas
can eastly be replaced by people on the dole that keeps us behaving like good workers
and not doing "revolutionary" things like daring to ask for a pay rise which is in line
Wllll inflation. Workers constantly dream of "free time", the end of the day, the end
of the week, holidays, winning the lottery, even being off sick! Being unemployed is
not an option for most of us, unless we want to lose our house and probably our
partner or family. Unemployment for most of us is not "free time" but dead time. If
being unemployed was fun we'd all go on the dole! However, being employed is no
fun e1ther.....

It's not the actual doing things that is the problem, we need to do lots of
things in order to live in a decent way (eg. grow crops, distribute the
things we make or harvest, make sure we have enough water and fuel,
make entertainment for ourselves, etc. etc.) - no, the problem is that we
are forced to work in the same way prisoners are put to work. We don't
do the work we do everyday for any other i*eason.than to keep our
bosses in the lap of luxury and ourselves out of the gutter. We have to
doimwhat theytell us everyday because otherwise they will boot us out
and w'e'tl lose our wages and get put on the breadlme. We are slaves to
our wages, and therefore also to our bosses. In old style slavery if you
refused to work for your boss you were killed, these days they twist the
knife a bit more! - workers have their contracts of employment
terminated and they are relegated to the edges of survival. But even in
unemployment you have to behave properly - that is, like a grateful and
cowering dog - to continue receiving the few quid that keep you going.
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We have lost our dignity a
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That is what we all are - grateful and cowering dogs. We have given awaymbsit the
dignity we could have beca.use it is the only way to survive in this world. We crawl
around like crippled sheep to keep our wages coming in, we do what we are told. We
even agree with it all and try to join in with it. Why else do workers vote at election
times unless it is to choose whichipeople should have the right to tell us what to do!
We have really sunk low when we actually put a cross against the names of the
gangsters we'd prefer to hold power over us - we should have more dignity!

Democracy is just a game to get us believing we have a real choice and to get‘ us to
think we have a real say in society. The only time the we can hear our own voices
above the constant babble of politicians, union leaders, newspapers and the television
is when we take industrial action. You can tell how scared all our "elders and betters"
are when we take our own -initiative (cg. by working to rule, or going on strike, etc)
because their response to us is nothing short of rabid. They must be worried that we
might decide that we could do without them altogether - what would they do if we
stopped»doing__all the work for them and they couldn't make money out of us‘?
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For a start we can all stop voting, we can all stop going along with their lies (ie. this is
how it always is and will always be) we can start getting -off our knees. L
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Do we want to be miserable for ever‘? ‘Are we really prepared, like
faithful dogs with psychoticowners, to put up awith all their whims and
their threats for the rest of our days? '     '
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This is the first of a short series of bulletins/leaflets which will be appearing 3 or 4 times a year.
The next Miserable Worker will concentrate on ways we can try to defend ourselves at work and how
we can cause trouble for our bosses justfor the sheer hell of it! ! .
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